Psychiatric mental health nursing: why 2011 brings a pivotal moment
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Abstract
Psychiatric nurses in the United States (US) stand at the edge of a changing mental health care landscape. Federal initiatives are moving into place; ones that aim to increase access to care, place a greater emphasis on prevention and wellness, and position recovery as the focus of mental health treatment. The Psychiatric Mental Health (PMH) specialty is at a pivotal moment of choice: it can organize around a future vision of PMH nursing or can silently acquiesce to a marginalized position. At this pivotal time, PMH nurses must build a greater presence in national workforce dialogue and convey the need for nursing in mental health care service delivery; a policy message built on the PMH nurses ability to provide access to safe and quality mental health care and substance use services. This paper discusses how to put these strategies into place via workforce development, strategic alliances, and critical conceptual shifts.
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Psychiatric mental health nurses in the United States (US) stand at the edge of a changing mental health care landscape. The key drivers of change are US health care reform with its emphasis on access, prevention and wellness; an explosion of neurobiological research laying down seeds for future innovation, and recovery as the focus of mental health treatment. Specific to psychiatric mental health (PMH) nursing, a major change is occurring in the certification and licensure of advanced practice nurses (APNs) that moves PMH APNs to a life-span nurse practitioner (NP) role. The specialty is at a pivotal moment of choice: it can organize around a future vision of PMH nursing or we can silently acquiesce to a marginalized position. Indeed PMH nurses can either sort out how our core values fit with health care innovation and move our vision into action or we can remain locked in a titling controversy, tied to traditional models of education, fail to align with recovery, and fall short in gaining a stronger foothold in new health services models. The key drivers of change set the context of PMH nurses’ decision since it is these dynamics that are shaping the service delivery landscape.

1 Key drivers of change
Health care policy analysts are clear that the US health care system pays far too much for too little results [1]. Their argument rests with data demonstrating the high cost per capita of health care in the US compared to other industrialized nations [2]. The cost/benefit of this spending falls short when US outcomes are balanced against the health metrics of other industrialized countries [3]. Particularly concerning for projections of US health care costs and outcomes is the increase of
chronic conditions [4] and the growth of major health risk factors such as obesity [5]. The US health reform movement, while often locked in political tug of war, aims to change the payment structure for health care to increase access, reward prevention, assure continuity of care, and promote effective chronic disease management [6]. Another key reform is the plan to incentivize clinicians to create service sites that assume the care of defined populations, such as in Accountable Care Organizations [7].

The federal government also realized that the outcomes of these proposed innovations in the care coordination, payment structure and disease management must be systematically tracked. Thus in the last three years federal grant monies have been made available to service sites for development of electronic information systems. In the future, clinicians in health care practices (large and small) will need electronic information systems for several core functions, such as tracking outcomes and submitting claim forms for payment. Payors, particularly federal programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, are already requiring electronic billing for reimbursement but claim forms may soon become the platform for tracking performance, costs and outcomes [8]. With the increasing sophistication of data reporting, federal programs also expect to rigorously pursue a pay for performance system where for full payment clinicians must demonstrate their treatment produced targeted outcomes [9].

On the mental health front innovations are focused in two areas. Those concerned with public health were shaken by data demonstrating the increased mortality and high prevalence of chronic medical condition in individuals with mental health issues [10]. The shocking statistics on the health of this population quickened the call for integration of medical and mental health services [11]. While integrated care models are beginning to appear, the fragmentation of the mental health care system continues, currently exacerbated by the US budgetary crises which is influencing service funding. Fortunately mental health advocates have maintained a steady eye on health care reform initiatives. As health care legislation was rolling out in 2008, a coalition of consumers, professional organizations and US mental health advocacy groups joined together to send the message that mental health must be included in the health care reform movement. The group’s Whole Health Campaign had three central messages: (a) increase access, quality, and choice for people with mental health/substance abuse disorders and their family members; (b) support recovery from mental illnesses and addictions as integral to overall health, and (c) commit to investment in prevention, early intervention and research on mental health disorders and addictions [12].

Within this message on access, wellness, quality, and prevention, recovery is endorsed as a fundamental component of mental health delivery. Indeed recovery has become a driver of mental health service reform; its influence evident in federal documents dealing with mental health service delivery [13] and policy statements produced by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration [14] the largest US federal mental health agency. As with any influential trend, recovery continues to build its presence via connections within consumer and professional groups that synchronize its implementation with other reform initiatives [15]. The basic principles of recovery bring fundamental changes in how clinician-consumer roles are enacted and thus brings to the fore both patient centered care and consumers’ direction of their treatment.

In the US another driver of change that impacts PMH Nurses is the APRN Consensus model. The Consensus model is a decade long initiative of national groups who license, educate and certify APNs in the US [16]. The groups that forged the Consensus model adopted a vision they termed LACE meaning that in every state there would be consistency in the licensing (L), accreditation (A) of graduate programs, certification (C) and education (E) of APNs. For instance, to be licensed as a Pediatric Nurse Practitioner (PNP) the applicant must be a graduate of an accredited PNP graduate nursing program and have passed a national PNP certification exam. The impetus for the consensus model was the lack of uniformity among States on licensing criteria and the variation in graduate education nursing curriculums that produced the APN work force. At the time of the model’s inception, many graduate nursing curriculums were creating new roles, such as palliative care or a neuroscience APN. While a laudable effort to organize specialty APNs around a particular
science, the trend created a somewhat disorderly menu of titles often without accompanying certifications or a clear path to existing state licensing categories.

The APRN consensus group isolated four roles (Clinical Nurse Specialist [CNS], NP, Midwife and Certified Nurse Anesthetist) and six populations, psychiatric mental health being one of them. The architects of the model also decided that future graduates of PMH-APN programs would be educated in a life span curriculum. The implications for PMH nursing education is significant, foremost that PMH faculty will need to design life-span curriculum in all of its existing 110 PMH graduate nursing programs. The issues around the change intensified due to the ongoing shift in PMH certification away from a Clinical Nurse Specialist to a Nurse Practitioner role [17]. In 2010 the two major US psychiatric nursing organizations, American Psychiatric Nurses Association (APNA) and International Society of Psychiatric Nurses (ISPN) endorsed the PMH NP as the entry role for all advanced practice in psychiatric nursing [18].

The final major lever of change in mental health services is the ascendency of biological psychiatry. The decade of the brain has long since passed, but the emphasis on the neurobiology of mental illness continues. There is significant call to position psychiatry among the neurosciences [19], to develop treatments that address specific neural circuitry [20], and to use a neuroscience framework to map out the genetic-environment interplay in the expression of illness [21]. Though without not controversy [22], service delivery research demonstrates an increased use of medication in treatment of serious mental illness [23]. And though there is some degree of economic impetus for the increase, several large national US studies support the effectiveness of medications either alone or in combination with therapy [24]. Further, while consumers seek medication optimization, they support its judicious use [25].

2 Psychiatric nurses’ response

Health care reform initiatives and the direction of mental health care service delivery offer psychiatric nurses an opportunity to become critical players in building a transformed service delivery system. This will require PMH nurses build a greater presence in national workforce dialogue and convey the need for nursing in mental health care service delivery; a policy message built on the PMH APNs ability to provide access to safe and quality mental health care and substance use services [26]. The most recent Scope and Standards of Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing set down a similar PMH nursing agenda; i.e., to build recovery-oriented inpatient units, join with consumers in crafting individualized wellness plans, and establish service systems for specialty populations (such as children and older adults) and for those with entwined social needs and mental health issues such as rural populations [27]. The Scope and Standards also endorsed a commitment to PMH nurses’ tradition of the relationship, noting its alignment with the current emphasis on patient-centered care.

How are PMH nurses faring in the major points of this agenda: demonstrating their effectiveness in providing safe and quality care, joining with consumers in recovery, establishing service systems for vulnerable and underserved populations, and building recovery oriented inpatient units? Based on published literature, there are significant strides and much room to improve our efforts. On the issue of demonstrating effectiveness of APNs, in the US, while there is significant research supporting the safe and effective practice of APNs, particularly Nurse Practitioners [28-31], there is scant data on how PMH APNs improve access to care. In isolated studies the quality of PMH APN services has been documented [33] but such research has not found its way into broader workforce studies. Evidence of recent PMH APN outcomes of care appear in the literature [34], but the data are far too small to raise national awareness of the potential of PMH APNs. With the electronic health record and automated billing records it would seem that PMH nurses could mine data on their work, but system anomalies may impede these efforts, particularly how APNs are identified on billing records and lack of systems to gather workforce data [35].

On the second agenda item, establishing service systems for the vulnerable and underserved, there is evidence that PMH-APNs provide a good deal of services to both the elderly and rural populations [36]. In addition well established
rural mental health nursing centers have designed models of excellence in rural care [37]. Service delivery to older individuals with mental health issues has been systematically studied by a group of gero psychiatric specialist [38]. They have produced a model curriculum for PMH nursing graduate programs which directs how faculty is to systematically incorporate key elements of gero psychiatric nursing. On the other end of the age spectrum, the need to develop a prevention oriented child mental health work force is clear [39]. A national position paper has delineated how collaboration between PMH APNs and PNPVs in primary care would increase the reach of prevention and care coordination [40]. In an upcoming behavioral health care text, each chapter is authored by an APN in pediatric primary care and a PMH-APN [41]. This text should help clarify treatment boundaries in primary versus specialty care as well as identify potential avenues of care coordination in child mental health treatment.

Psychiatric nurses have also begun to conceptualize their role within recovery-oriented service delivery. At ISPN and APNA’s National Conferences its members have presented papers and forums on mental health transformation, and specifically, how APNs might partner with individuals in recovery. These members also volunteer at the state level with organizations such as National Alliance for the Mentally Ill (NAMI) and practice in clinics and settings where the most severe and persistently ill individuals present for care. Documentation of these efforts can be found in PMH nursing journals where nurses have published articles on recovery and recovery oriented practice [42]. The movement to recovery oriented services will be buoyed by the APNA Recovery to Practice initiative which is constructing national curriculums on recovery for nursing education and inpatient service sectors.

3 Aligning nursing efforts with health care reform agenda

To move these initial efforts forward, PMH APNs must align their work with mental health reform initiatives, particularly the emphasis on integrated care, wellness, and recovery. Understanding that data drives the health reform effort, PMH APNs should anticipate that payors will expect outcome data demonstrating their interventions are effective and cost-efficient. While PMH nurses are no doubt sensitive to these trends, the specialty seems to be caught in nurses’ dominant logic- the screen that filters information deemed relevant largely based on historical antecedents [43]. Begun & White [43] argue that nursing’s dominant logic is based in achieving recognition as a result of sacrifice, acceptance, caring and quality while discouraging entrepreneurialism, risk taking, intraprofessional cooperation and innovation. Add to this one piece of PMH dominant logic, i.e., one day other mental health professions will finally come recognize the unique qualities of psychiatric nurses.

We can wait no longer. Psychiatric nurses must concentrate on the reform agenda, shape a message around why their capabilities fit with reform ideology and marry their message with data. For instance on the issue of wellness and integrated care, our message is clear. Since PMH nurses are trained in five sciences (medical, neuroscience, psychiatry, relationship science and psychotherapy) their capabilities mesh well with the integration of mental health care and medical care. Psychiatric nursing models are already emerging that demonstrate integrated care and wellness promotion [44]. Psychiatric mental health nurses could begin to systematize their efforts at integrated care using a typology such as the four quadrant model; a scheme for organizing the integration of physical health (PH) and mental health (MH) care based on the level of the client’s needs in each area [45]. For example, a primary care service site might be designed to serve clients with high PH needs but low MH needs by having the primary care practitioner provide MH care in consultation with a behavioral health care provider. Conversely, clients with high MH needs but low PH needs would receive services at a behavioral health care (BHC) site that provides comprehensive MH care with PH needs addressed by a primary care practitioner that is brought in to the BHC site. In each of these instances, electronic health records can be designed to provide outcome data that drive innovation and quality efforts at the service site [46].

The certified PMH APN workforce is small (11,500) compared to the other core mental health professions (psychiatry, psychology, and social work) [26]. At the most basic level, to increase access to quality mental health care PMH APNs need to increase the size of their workforce and develop strategies to assure uniform distribution throughout the States.
Though much of their work will be within interdisciplinary models, PMH APNs must also attend to documenting the clinical services they provide. While this seems straightforward, PMH APN interventions may not be coded in billing records and not adequately represented in national health surveys of ambulatory practice. Thus having PMH APN work recognized and entered into national data bases may take a concerted effort of the PMH professional organizations.

Psychiatric mental health APNs should also concentrate on designing disruptive innovations, interventions that disrupt the status quo and result in services which are more affordable and widely available to consumers. Group wellness appointments would be an example of a disruptive innovation. By changing the delivery method of educational materials more consumers have access to effective health promotion at a lower cost. This innovation was adopted by a PMH APN in a project that demonstrated the effectiveness and cost-benefit of group wellness appointments within a recovery-based self-management program; one which emphasized improving relationships, coping, and life choice. Via a two-wave review of yearly outcomes, these researchers demonstrated how a group protocol improved access to wellness care as well as participants’ perceived quality of life.

This was a Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) project and illustrates the significant clinical services research that can be accomplished by PMH DNP students and their faculty mentors. At this time, many of the approximately 110 graduate PMH nursing graduate programs will be converting their CNS or NP to a DNP curriculum. This educational shift presents an excellent opportunity to train a workforce that will be adept at data management, translation of evidence, cost-effectiveness research and outcomes management. This group of PMH APNs will undoubtedly devise innovative ways of using the electronic health record to track outcomes and document the use of practice guidelines. Via their DNP project preparation they will have training in how to identify the critical outcomes of care; particularly ones that are influenced by nursing practice, such as client satisfaction and patient education. It will be important to organize the work of this DNP group so that they are not producing disparate projects but ones that build data platforms useful to the progress of the specialty. This consolidation of DNP work will eventually occur in traditional integrated reviews but might begin with internet based compilations of DNP projects on web sites of professional organization or in web pages of international nursing libraries.

As PMH nurses anticipate challenges and map out their future, professional organizations will be critical connectors. Involvement in PMH professional organizations is important for a myriad of reasons but in the next decade the specialty’s future will build on partnerships, collective action, and strategic connections. One important partnership will be with Nurse Practitioner organizations. These groups represent a large number of NPs and have the reach and resources to compile practice data. As the PMH NP workforce grows, their connections with NP groups will be critical to their presence in national research on NP practice. The move to NP titling created a great deal of controversy within the specialty, particularly since it was erroneously viewed by some as a devaluation of the CNS role. Quite the contrary, in the midst of this titling change, APNA and ISPN are focused on protecting the CNS title within state licensing language. Both organizations recognize that PMH CNSs are important providers of mental health care delivery in the US. But that fact does not discount several advantages of the NP role, particularly our movement into a large group of APNs (approximately 140,000) with national presence, title recognition and numerous platforms to discuss the role of NPs in health reform.

Psychiatric nurses should also align our agenda with recovery and consumer led mental health organizations. There are several natural bridges between these groups and PMH nurses. Among the fundamental concepts of recovery is an emphasis on holistic, patient centered care; principles at the heart of psychiatric nursing relationships. Indeed, PMH nurses’ natural inclination toward consumers’ narratives and apprehending their day to day needs aligns them with key tenets of recovery and its emphasis on empowerment. In discussing what consumers should receive from health care partners, envisions a mental health system that educates, empowers, and encourages. He notes that what is missing from mental health is the flow of up-to-date information on illness management that facilitates individuals’ decision making and empowerment. Psychiatric nurses have the educational background to fill this gap. They
could integrate their knowledge of behavioral and neurosciences to devise effective self-management strategies that will enhance consumers’ wellness plans [65]. All of these efforts will press PMH nurses to marry protocol, science, and outcomes within the therapeutic relationship [66].

Finally to address this pivotal moment, the PMH specialty must coordinate their outpatient and inpatient workforce efforts. Hospital-based PMH nurses should work within the recovery framework and partner with persons as they rebuild from the trauma of a serious exacerbation of their illness [67]. In line with this notion, PMH inpatient nurses should build cultures that promote self-direction, dignity, and empower individuals to re-engage with life in the community [68]. An important inpatient nursing focus is the transition from hospital to home and a plan for self-management support. This focus reflects the agenda of person-centered systems [69]; the health reform objective of care continuity [70], and the quality goal of preventing un-necessary 30 day readmissions [71]. Such care continuity work is underway in other nursing specialties and their frameworks should facilitate PMH nurses’ efforts to construct transitions of care models [72].

4 Conclusion

As health care reform moves to the center of service delivery, payment structures realign to increase access, and recovery grows as the driving force of mental health care, PMH nurses face a pivotal moment. They can choose to move toward emerging ideas on integrated care, wellness, recovery and care coordination or remain locked in the dominant logic of PMH nursing. They can design systems for collecting data on outcomes and cost or remain in the “old systems” thinking, viewing an encounter with patients as an isolated episode of care. The inpatient workforce can stay focused on a medical model of treatment or re-construct inpatient cultures so that their efforts focus on consumers’ wellness plans, connection with community support services, and their self-defined path to recovery. Embracing these changes, while remaining aligned to the fundamentals of psychiatric nursing, will require rigorous commitment to the relationship, evidence-based practice, and innovation within a patient-centered approach.
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